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H.iglly lheoretical qccounfs of division processes need not hinder
designers, who con organize hqrdworl, frrmwore, or softwqre
conlrols oround this olgorithm

Designers faced with tle task of find-
ing an algorithm for division mav
discover that much published materi-
al consists of lengthy theoretical dis-
cussions with little practical or easilv
understandable information. Thus
system programmers writing division
routines and system designers work-
ing out firmware sequences face a
common dilemma. A possible solu-
tion is found with an algorithm for
dividing a 2.word dividend by a I-
word divisor and producing a l-word
quotient and a l-word remainder with
the same sign as the dividend. It rep-
resents numbers in signed 2,s-comple-
ment notation.

Division is equivalent to repeated
subtraction of the divisor from the
dividend until tle quantity left is
smaller in magnitude than the di.
visor. The number of subtractions is
the quotient, and the quantity left
is the remainder.

This process, if done straightfor-
wardly, is very time consuming. It
is substantially speeded if the most
significant digits of the divisor and
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dividend are aligned before the first
subtraction, and the divisor then
shifted to the right one position
whenever the partial remainder be-
comes smaller than the diyisor before
shifting. One shift may be necessary
before any subtraction, if the initial
alignment makes the divisor larger
than the dividend" In binary, at most

one subtraction can be made be-
tween shifts except as noted below.

Two conventional techniques avoid
the need to compare the remainder
with the divisor after every subtrac-
tion. In restoring division, subtrac-
tion continues until the sign of the
partial remainder changes; the
change causes sn immsdiale addition

Fig 1 Registers for division"
Gate Qr" generates quotient,
bit  by bit ,  as OVF ftag gets old
bits of dividend shif ted out of
B. Init ial ly dividend is in B
and Q, and divisor in A; at the
en'd B contains the remainder
and Q the quotient
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Fig 2 Division algori thm. A 1-word divisor of n bits divides a 2-word (2n-bit) dividend, producing a
1-word quotient and a 1-word remainder. All quotient overflow cases are detected
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of the divisor and a corresponding
decrement of the accumulating.quo'
tient, before the right shift. In non-
restoring division, the sign change
causes a shift followed by one or
more adilitions until the sign changes
back.

In general, nonrestoring division
has the disadvantage that every digit
of the quotient must have its own
sign and that successive digits have
alternating sigas, corresponding to
alternating series of additions ancl
subtractions between successive shifts,
This is equivalent to notation in a
negative railix, and would reguire a
conversion routine to restore the
quotient to normal form. However, in
binary, one subtraction may some-
times change the sign and two sub-
tractions always change it. Therefore
in this scheme the operation is sim-
plified, and subsequent conversion
avoided, by the rule that only one
subtraction or addition is taken at
each step, setting a I (0) in the
quotient if both the partial remainder
and the divisor are of the same sign
(opposite sigrt), regardless of which
arithmetic operation was used.-o

W-ith n-bit words, ttre signed 2's-
complement notation represents num-

bers from -2"-1 to (2"-t' - 1). If
the quotient falls beyond &is rauge,
an overflow condition is detected and
the division is aborted.

Three registers, B, Q, and A, are
used-B and Q for the dividenil and

A for the divisor (Fig 1). A gate
Q6 forms the exclusive-Non of the
divisor sign and the arithmetic-logic
unit (ALU) output sign. The divi-
dend in B and Q shifts one position
to the left, which is equivalent to the
right shift of the divisor wit} respect
to the dividend" The most significant
bit (MSB) of the B register moves
out to the overflow flag (OVF), while
the quotient formed by Q," is pushed
into the least significant position of
the Q register.

At first the d.ivisor is checked for
zero valug on detection of which
division is aborteil (Fig 2). Next,
the sign of the. dividend is checked.
If it is negative, 2's-complement of
the dividend is formed. Nonrestoring
division with negative diviilend is
feasible but fuotient overflow detec-
tion becomes simpler if the dividend
is made positive. In tleis case, a 2's-
complement flag (TCF) is set for
future reference.

If the dividend is still negative
after 2's complementation, it indi-
cates t}at the dividend is a Z-word
maximum negative number and that
the quotient will definitely overflow,
regardless of the magnitude of tle

Exohple-
oividend :  +17 .000 I  000 I
D i v i s o r  = - 5 "  l 0 l l

Le l l  Sh i { l  8 .0  O
AOD

Letl Shill B,O
su8

Let l  Shi l i  8,0
suB

Lefl Shifl 8,0
400

Sign of Divisor = I
CorrY '0

Hence conl inue

Let l  Sh i t l  Qon l ,

Uncoriecled ouot ienl= l l00
torecled ouol ie. l  = l l0O+l

=  l l 0 l  : - 3
Cotrect R€noinder .0010 =+2

Fig 3 Example. In a 4-bit ma-
chine, nonrestoring division und'er
the algorithm takes these stePs
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divisor. This prospective overflow
aborts t}le algorithm'

If these initial hurdles are cleared,
the first step of division begins. When
the dividend shifts le{t, its MSB goes
into the O\T flae. If OVF and the
sign of tlie divisor are the same, the
divisor is subtracted from the most
significant part of the dividend; if
they difier, the divisor is added. The
partial remainder replaces t}e minu-
end.

In this step, quotient overflow is
again anticipated by the carry out-
put of the ALU. If the carry bit is
opposite to the divisor sign, no quo-

tient overflow is anticipated and di-
vision is continueii. (During subtrac-
tion, carry out of the ALU is actual-
ly a borrow, the compiement of the
real carry.)'When 

the carry and divisor sign
are the same, tlere are two possibili'
ties. If the original dividend sign,
recorded. in TCF, is the same as the
divisor sign, the quotient is certain
to overflow; henee division is aborted.
If the original dividend sign is oppo-
si.te to that of the divisor, a maxi"mum
negative quotient is expected, and a
flag called Check for Maximirm Nega-
tive Quotient, or CMNQ, is set.

Now the preparatory steps are
complete, and the division p::ocess
pioper car: begin. This requires a
series of steps tallied by a shift
counter (not shor.l-n in tle figure).
For a word length of n bits, the
shift counter is loaded with n - 1"
f.hen the dividend shi{ts left one
plaee and the divisor is subtracted or
added, according to &e O\{F and
divisor sign as before" These steps
are repeated, decrementing tlre shift
counter each time, until the latier
reaches 0. Vlhen that happens, the

Q register only is shifted to the left
once more, to bring in the uncor-
rected quotient.

The divisor, if negative, produces
a negative quotient, because the divi-
dend is known to be positive, {ollow-
ing the complement formation (sec-
ond step of the algorithm)" A nega-
tive quotient is in 1's-complement
f orm, and musi be corrected by
ad<iing 1 to transform it to 2's-com-
plement forui. After this stage, if
the C}\{NQ is set, the guotient is
checked to see whether it is maximum
negative. I{ not, division is aborted.

If the CMNQ is not set, fhe quo-
tient is ready. If the TC has been
set, the correct quotient is the 2's
complement of Q"

Now the B register has the un-

corrected remainder. Because the

dividend is positive,., if the uncor-

rected remainder is negative, a cor-

rection, is needeil" To make the re-

mainder positive, the divisor is added

to or subtracteil from it, depending

on whether the divisor is positive or

negative. If the original dividend is

negative (TCF = 1), the coffected

rernainder is 2's-complemented' This

completes the division. Fig 3 is an

example of nonrestoring division of

a 2-word dividend bY a l-word di-

visor.

Conclus ion

This algorith- was simulated and
thoroughly tested on a CDC 3600
computer. In a microprograrrmed
minicomputer with a divide instruc-
tion, the algorithm can be stored in
t-he conirol memory, thus saving a lot
of hardware. The algorithm can also
be used for writing a division routine
in so{tware.

+H. W. Gschrsind, Desien o! Dieit'd Com-
purers, Sprineer-Verlag, New York, 1967,
pp 226-228
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